Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a ubiquitous branch of spectroscopy that can explore matter at the scale of the atom. Significant improvements in sensitivity and resolution have been driven by a steady increase of static magnetic field strengths. However, some properties of nuclei may be more favourable at low magnetic fields. For example, transverse relaxation due to chemical shift anisotropy increases sharply at higher magnetic fields leading to line-broadening and inefficient coherence transfers. Here, we present a two-field NMR spectrometer that permits the application of rf-pulses and acquisition of NMR signals in two magnetic centres. Our prototype operates at 14.1 T and 0.33 T. The main features of this system are demonstrated by novel NMR experiments, in particular a proof-of-concept correlation between zeroquantum coherences at low magnetic field and single quantum coherences at high magnetic field, so that high resolution can be achieved in both dimensions, despite a ca. 10 ppm inhomogeneity of the low field centre. Two-field NMR spectroscopy offers the possibility to circumvent the limits of high magnetic fields, while benefiting from their exceptional sensitivity and resolution. This approach opens new avenues for NMR above 1 GHz.
Introduction
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is routinely used to explore matter in a wide range of research fields. The development of NMR spectrometers at very high magnetic fields, 1 along with creative methodological developments, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] has allowed the study of molecules and materials of increasing complexity. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] The sensitivity and resolution of most NMR experiments increase with the magnetic field. However, some NMR properties become less favourable at high magnetic fields. Transverse relaxation may become excessive at high magnetic fields. In particular, transverse relaxation rates increase quadratically with the magnetic field under fast chemical exchange or relaxation by chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), which is the main relaxation mechanism for carbonyl carbon-13 14, 15 or phosphorus-31 16 nuclei. Fast transverse relaxation results in broad lines and inefficient coherence transfers. Increasing the magnetic field may thus lead to lower resolution and sensitivity. Radio-frequency (rf) pulses may also be too weak to allow broadband excitation, decoupling or coherence transfer. Can we design an NMR approach that benefits from the sensitivity and resolution of high magnetic fields and that permits the control and evolution of spin systems at low magnetic fields within the same experiment? Several groups have developed experiments where a sample is exposed to two or more magnetic fields to investigate magnetic-field dependent properties, such as zero 17, 18 and ultra-low field 19 NMR or field-cycling experiments. [20] [21] [22] Fast field cycling experiments can be performed by two different approaches. The first option is to rapidly switch the electric current in an electromagnet to change the magnetic field after polarization to a lower magnetic field for relaxation. The magnetic field is then changed again to detect the NMR signal at a higher field. 20, 23 Magnetic-field dependent relaxation rates have provided information on molecular motions in a host of systems, such as water, 24, 25 water in solutions of contrast agents, [26] [27] [28] porous media, 29, 30 or motions in synthetic polymers 31 or biomolecules. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] The second approach consists in physically moving the sample in the fringe field of a highfield magnet (B0 HF ) to reach a lower field position (B0 LF ). One can also shuttle the sample between two magnets. 37 This can be achieved either by moving the entire NMR probe, 38, 39 or only the sample with mechanical 22, 40 or pneumatic systems. 21, 36 Such shuttle systems have been employed in the frame of dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP). 41 Here, we present in detail a two-field NMR spectrometer designed to manipulate and observe spin systems in two magnetic centres with significantly different magnetic fields. 42 This system allows the measurement of properties that are more favourable at low magnetic fields, while benefiting from the sensitivity and resolution of a superconducting high-field magnet. In our prototype, a fairly homogeneous magnetic field at 0.33 T has been obtained by engineering a plateau in the stray field of a superconducting 14.1 T magnet (600 MHz proton resonance). Both magnetic centres are equipped with triple-resonance probes with a single-axis gradient. The samples can be transferred between the two fields by a pneumatic shuttle system. 36 Here, we describe the technical features of this system, and introduce a series of two-field NMR experiments, including a two-field heteronuclear singlequantum coherence experiment (2F-HSQC). In spite of the low resolution in the indirect dimension, some key features are accessible, such as multiplet patterns due to scalar couplings. Furthermore, we introduce a two-field homonuclear zeroquantum/single quantum correlation experiment (2F-INAZEQUATE) that can provide high-resolution spectra in both dimensions despite the moderate magnetic field inhomogeneities of the low-field magnetic centre.
Materials: Two-field NMR spectrometer
The two-field NMR spectrometer is based on a commercial NMR spectrometer operating at 14.1 T augmented by a series of accessories ( Figure 1 ). (i) A pneumatic sample shuttle apparatus, 36 (ii) devices to obtain a plateau at 0.33 T in the stray field of the superconducting magnet, including rings of soft magnetic material (ferroshims), a set of roomtemperature shim coils, and strips of -metal, (iii) a low-field triple resonance probe operating at 14.1, 3.52 and 1.42 MHz for 1 H, 13 C and 15 N respectively at the 0.33 T, equipped to generate single-axis pulsed field gradients, (iv) systems for generating and amplifying rf-pulses at low frequencies. The TopSpin software was modified to perform experiments with six rf channels in two different probes. The individual components are described in detail below.
Ferroshims
Diverse systems can be used to obtain a plateau of magnetic field in the stray field of a high-field magnet. 37, 43, 44 Here, five rings of a soft magnetic alloy Ni48Fe52 have been combined to generate a plateau of magnetic field at 0.33 T in the stray field ( Figure 2 ). An earlier design included only three rings. 44, 45 The temperature of the ferroshim rings is regulated (see below) to enhance the stability of the magnetic field. Strips of μ-metal (called shim foils) and a set of electric room-temperature shim coils have improved the homogeneity. This combination of devices leads to a residual inhomogeneity of the magnetic field of about 10 ppm over a length of 2 cm. 
Probes
The high-field triple-resonance probe has been described previously. 36 The low-field probe is also designed to isolate rf components from vibrations caused by the motions of the sample. The triple-resonance low-field probe consists of two coils: the inner coil has three windings with saddle-coil geometry. It is optimized for protons at 14.1 MHz. The outer coil has seven windings and a saddle coil geometry. Its resonance frequencies are optimized for both carbon-13 (3.52 MHz) and nitrogen-15 (1.42 MHz) frequencies. In addition, this probe is equipped with a coil to generate z-axis pulsed field gradients (up to 10 G/cm). The low-field probe does not comprise a deuterium coil. The homogeneity and stability of the low magnetic field can be monitored by proton NMR.
Low-field spectrometer
The system is shown in Figure 4 . State-of-the-art Avance III HD NMR spectrometers can operate down to 6 MHz. An additional low-frequency signal-generating unit (SGU) that had originally been designed for mass spectroscopy has therefore been used to generate radiofrequency pulses with controlled phases and amplitudes at frequencies in the range 2.5 kHz to 6 MHz. Two low-frequency 200 W amplifiers (1020L Power Amplifier from Electronics & Innovation) are used for 13 CLF and 15 NLF channels. The linearity of these amplifiers is enhanced by correction tables for the amplitudes (but not for the phases) similar to standard practice for high-frequency amplifiers. These correction tables provide excellent linearity for nitrogen-15 and satisfactory linearity for carbon-13 (supporting information). Up to six channels can be used in any given experiment. Finally, two channels of a GREAT3/10 gradient amplifier, which was originally designed for a three-axis gradient system, are employed to generate pulsed field gradients (PFG's) along the z-axis of the low-and high-field probes.
Sample shuttle
This part was originally designed for high-resolution relaxometry. 28, 36 The only modification is the tube that guides the sample shuttle in between the two probes, called shuttle guide. A plastic piston-like system is used here, where a spring ensures a tight fit of the shuttle guide between the top of the high-field probe and the bottom of the low-field probe. Typical shuttle transfer delays are 100 ms for motions between the high-and low-field centres. Such transfer delays correspond to an overpressure ca. 0.3 bar and an under-pressure ca. -0.25 Pa, that are both well below the extreme settings allowed for the system.
Additional units
An auxiliary Bruker Smart Magnet System (BSMS) is used in order to control the homogeneity of the magnetic field at the low-field centre. This unit controls a set of 20 roomtemperature electric shims (BOSS1). There is no fieldfrequency lock at the low-field centre. A second two-channel Variable Temperature Unit (VTU) regulates independently the temperatures of the ferroshims and the low-field probe. The nitrogen used for the temperature regulation of the ferroshims is heated above room temperature so that the ferroshims remain at 300.2 ± 0.1 K. The nitrogen used to regulate the temperature of the low-field probe is cooled to about 263 K (-10° C) by a Bruker Control Unit (BCU) and heated to the desired temperature by a resistance in the low-field probe. The shuttle controller uses nitrogen gas at 5 to 6 bar and an internal vacuum pump.
Sample preparation
The sample shuttle 36 
Results and discussion

Homogeneity of the low-field magnetic centre
Obtaining a sufficiently homogeneous plateau in the stray field of a superconducting magnet is a challenge. The variation of the magnetic field along the 20 mm active length of the sample was determined from measurements of the stray field 36 to be 67 mT at 0.33 T, that is 2.03×10 5 ppm before compensation. Figure 5 .B shows a typical proton spectrum recorded for a sample of sucrose in D2O at 0.33 T using both ferroshims and electric shims. The sensitivity of the experiment was enhanced by polarization at 14.1 T ( Figure  5 .A). The full width at half height is 10 ppm, which corresponds to a dramatic improvement of the homogeneity by a factor ~10 4 . Such homogeneity was achieved reproducibly on several samples with adjustment of the shim currents limited to the main shim coils, with z, z 2 , and z 3 geometries.
Radiofrequency pulses in the low-field centre
Nutation experiments have been performed at 0.33 T for all channels (i.e., 1 H, 13 C, 15 N) in order to characterize the amplitudes and homogeneities of all radio-frequency fields in the low-field centre ( Figure 6 ). The sensitivity was enhanced by allowing the polarization to build up in high field and by observing the signals in the high field. The sample is transferred to the low field where radiofrequency pulses with variable durations are applied. The transverse components of the magnetization are suppressed by gradients during the transfer from low to high field. The remaining longitudinal polarization after the radiofrequency pulse at low field is detected at high field after a 90° pulse. The amplitudes of the rf pulses at low field are comparable or superior to those obtained with the high-field probe. Typical pulse specifications at low field are summarized in Table 1 . Thus, rf pulses with exceptional broadband capabilities can be readily obtained at low field. In addition, the homogeneity of rf pulses at low field is excellent, with I900/I180 = 80 ± 2 % for proton, I900/I180 = 98 ± 2 % for carbon-13 and I900/I180 = 96 ± 12 % for nitrogen-15, with I900 the intensity measured after a 900° pulse and /I180 the intensity measured after a 180° pulse. The nutation profiles are all imbalanced (the local minima are not as intense as the local maxima). This is likely due to the effect of longitudinal relaxation during the transfer from the lowfield centre to the high-field centre and the stabilization delay s. The imbalance is more pronounced for the nutation on the proton channel. An additional contribution to this imbalance is likely due to the fact the proton coil at low field is slightly smaller than the proton coil in the high-field centre. 
Two-dimensional two-field correlation experiment
We introduce two-dimension experiments that provide correlations of chemical shifts recorded at different magnetic fields. A two-field heteronuclear single-quantum coherence experiment (2F-HSQC) was performed to demonstrate the principle of two-dimensional two-field (2D-2F) single-quantum correlation spectroscopy. The original HSQC experiment 46 was modified to provide a correlation between 13 C chemical shifts at low field in the indirect 1 dimension and 1 H chemical shits at high field in the direct 2 dimension. The pulse sequence is shown in Figure 7 . After a recovery delay at high field, the 1 H polarisation is transferred to 13 C by a modified INEPT sequence 47 that generates two-spin order 2CzHz prior to the transfer of the sample to the low-field centre. An anti-phase coherence 2CxHz is then allowed to evolve under the chemical shift at low field. The polarization is again stored as a two-spin order 2CzHz while the sample is transferred by a reverse INEPT sequence back to the high-field centre. A proton signal is then detected under 13 C composite-pulse decoupling. The 2F-HSQC spectrum in Figure 8 was obtained with a 1 M sample of 13 C and 15 N labelled glycine in D2O. The signal intensity is satisfactory; the additional delays do not lead to significant losses of polarization for such a small molecule. The main drawback of the method is the impossibility to use the sensitivity enhancement scheme 49 . The linewidth in the indirect 1 dimension is dominated by field inhomogeneities, as expected from the low-field 1 H spectrum ( Figure 5 ). Nevertheless, the resolution was sufficient to observe the line splitting due to the large one-bond scalar coupling 1 JCC = 53.5 Hz between 13 C and carboxyl 13 C' in glycine. This coupling constant corresponds to 15.2 ppm at 0.33 T. The inhomogeneous nature of line broadening at low field was confirmed in a low-field HSQC spectrum ( Figure S1 ), which demonstrates that the proton and carbon-13 resonance frequencies are highly correlated. 
The two-field-INAZEQUATE experiment
To obtain a high-resolution two-field correlation spectrum, the contributions of field inhomogeneities to the linewidth must be significantly reduced. We have demonstrated 42 that this could be achieved in heteronuclear spin systems with the use of zero-quantum coherences. Here we show that highresolution can also be recovered in homonuclear spin systems through the evolution of zero-quantum coherences at low field. Zero-quantum coherences have often been used to obtain high-resolution spectra in inhomogeneous magnetic fields. 42, [51] [52] [53] We modified the refocused incredible natural abundance double quantum transfer experiment (INADEQUATE) 54, 55 to select zero-quantum coherences at low magnetic field and detect single-quantum coherences at high magnetic field. We dubbed this method 2F-INAZEQUATE ( Figure 9 ). The 2F-INAZEQUATE and the gradient-selected refocused INADEQUATE experiments are based on the same principles, so only their differences need to be discussed. Most pulses are applied at low field, in order to attenuate off-resonance effects of 13 C pulses. The 13 C polarization is enhanced during the recovery delay by a steady-state nuclear Overhauser effect 56, 57 obtained by saturating the proton polarisation at high field. The sample is then transferred to the low field where a zeroquantum coherence is excited before the evolution interval t1. Scalar couplings between 13 C and 15 N are refocused with a single 180° pulse on the NLF channel. The evolution under scalar couplings between 13 C and 1 H is suppressed by composite pulse proton decoupling. Bipolar pulsed field gradients (noted G1 in Figure 9 ) are applied at low field after
the evolution period t1. These gradients will defocus all coherences with a non-zero coherence order. Only homonuclear zero-quantum coherences and populations have a non-zero expectation value after these bipolar pulsed field gradients. The delay 2a is used to convert the desired polarization into in-phase single-quantum coherences Cy and selectively refocus the desired components with a bipolar gradient pair G2. In the zero-quantum version of the experiment, G2 = 0; while in the double-quantum version of the experiment, G2 = 2G1. A 90° pulse on 13 C follows to bring the desired polarization along the z-axis for storage during the transfer to high field. At high field, a single 90° pulse is followed by 13 C signal detection. The efficiency of the excitation of zero-quantum coherences relies on the imbalance between the longitudinal 13 C polarization of the two nuclei before the first 90° pulse. Here, the difference in nuclear Overhauser enhancements between the 13 C nuclei in the explored molecule was sufficient to ensure the efficient excitation of a zero-quantum coherence. Other approaches, such as the application of selective inversion pulses, may be employed to amplify such an imbalance. Note that a purely high-field INAZEQUATE experiment provides spectra with poor quality as carbon-13 pulses are not broadband at 14.1 T. The two-field INAZEQUATE experiment provides a correlation between the single-quantum carbon-13 signals in the direct dimension and zero-quantum frequencies in the indirect dimension. The spectra were obtained with a sample of 1 M 13 C and 15 N labelled of glycine in D2O ( Figure 10 ). The signals in the indirect dimension appear at 131.99 ppm, which is close to the difference of 130.99 ppm between the chemical shifts of 13 C  ( 13 C' ( broadening due to field inhomogeneities are largely suppressed since homonuclear zero-quantum coherences are not affected. The full line-width at half height of the 13 C'signals is 0.11 ppm in the indirect dimension (or 0.39 Hz). This resolution is significantly higher than what was achieved in heteronuclear spin systems, where the lowest full line width at half height was of 0.8 ppm 42 . This higher resolution in the twofield INAZEQUATE spectrum is likely do to a combination of factors: (1) the full cancellation of the effect of magnetic field inhomogeneities, (2) the negligible contribution of the chemical shift anisotropy to relaxation at low field and (3) the favourable relaxation properties of zero-quantum coherences in spin systems with dipolar relaxation. The comparison of the two-field INAZEQUATE with two-field HSQC and two-field INADEQUATE spectra (Supporting information) illustrates the gain in resolution in the indirect dimension. The two-field INAZEQUATE experiment thus provides a two-field 2D spectrum with high resolution in both dimensions. Two-field NMR spectroscopy offers the unique opportunity to explore nuclear spin properties at two vastly different magnetic fields. Here, we demonstrate that chemical shifts and scalar couplings can be evaluated from coherent evolution at low magnetic fields in a two-field two-dimensional correlation. This feature has been exploited in our study of a molecule prone to significant chemical exchange 42 . Further work will focus on the investigation of spin systems with more favourable relaxation properties at low field, as well as the efficient control of spin systems allowed by broadband radiofrequency pulses at low field. Currently, the main drawback of two-field NMR is the intrinsic sensitivity of our prototype, which should be improved in future developments. The ability to carry out NMR experiments at several fields will allow NMR spectroscopists to develop a new library of pulse sequences designed to perform different parts of a sequence (polarisation, chemical shift evolution, coherence transfer, etc.) at the most advantageous magnetic field.
Conclusions
We have introduced a two-field NMR spectrometer that includes two magnetic centres with different homogenous magnetic fields (14.1 T and 0.33 T) combined with a sample shuttle device. The high magnetic field is provided by a standard superconducting NMR magnet, while the second homogenous magnetic field is an engineered plateau in the stray field of the superconducting magnet, with residual inhomogeneities on the order of 10 ppm. Both magnetic centres are equipped with triple-resonance probes with z-axis pulsed field gradients. A six-channel NMR console is used to generate rf pulses. A pneumatic shuttle allows fast sample transport between the two magnetic centres. The pulse sequences for both magnetic centres are conveniently controlled by the software Topspin. We introduce pulse sequences where rf-pulses are applied and evolution under chemical shifts occurs at two fields. Correlation spectra with single-or double-quantum coherences at low field display broad lines in the indirect dimension, because of the fairly crude 10 ppm homogeneity of the low magnetic field. Homonuclear correlations obtained in the 2F-INAZEQUATE experiment, by contrast, feature narrow lines in both dimensions. High-resolution in the indirect dimension is achieved by evolution of homonuclear zero-quantum coherences at low field, which is largely insensitive to line broadening due to moderate magnetic field inhomogeneities. This proof-of-concept experiment demonstrates the feasibility of high-resolution two-field NMR spectroscopy. Two-field NMR can be applied to a host of systems that benefit from low magnetic field, which opens an avenue for novel NMR methods developments.
